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Preface

What is the meaning of a word? How can the few hundreds of thousands of
words we know be used to construct the many millions of utterances we make
and understand in a lifetime? It would appear we need more words than we have
available to us, if classical wisdom on this subject is to be believed. The subject,
of course, is lexical semantics, and classical wisdom can often be wrong. This
field has undergone a radical shift in recent years, in large part because of two
developments. First, formal frameworks for word meaning have been developed
that greatly simplify the description of lexical classes and their properties. Second,
we have at our disposal new compositional techniques that allow us to view word
meaning as an integral part of the overall process of semantic interpretation. These
and other factors have made the issues relating to “the meaning of a word” some
of the most central questions being addressed in the field of linguistics today. In
fact, some classic issues have resurfaced with new data and arguments, such as
the debate over analyticity and semantic knowledge, as well as the evidence of a
distinction (or nondistinction) between lexical and world knowledge.
Waismann (1951) argued for what he called the “open texturedness” of terms.

Although he was mainly interested in how the notion applies to the nonexhaustive
nature of material object statements and the absence of conclusive verification
conditions, there is another sense inwhich this is an interestingproperty of language
and language use; the infinite variability of reference in language is the direct
product of the essential incompleteness of terms and their composition. Iwould like
to adopt this image as a characterization of what generative approaches to lexical
and compositional semantics are attempting to model. From this perspective, word
meanings are malleable and almost actively take on new shapes and forms in novel
contexts of use.
By building a notion of “open texture” directly into word meaning, the formal

mechanisms that give rise to sentence meanings will themselves ensure that both
analytic and contextual aspects of interpretation are available in the model. In
other words, it is the very functional nature of how words are modeled that allows
them to exhibit their contextual variance, and with this enables the creative use of
language.
This view of word meaning leads to an interesting comparison of two very dif-

ferent philosophical traditions in the study of language, namely, ordinary-language
philosophy and analytic semantics. These two schools chose very different

xi
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xii Preface

linguistic units to analyze and from which to start their theorizing concerning
language. The ordinary-language philosophers studied words and the functions
of words in usage situations. Analytic semantics, on the other hand, derives from
the study of sentences, sentence structures, and their propositional content, what
has been called the logical syntax of the language (Carnap, 1932). The apparent
incompatibility of these two approaches continues to dog certain philosophers,
such as Fodor (1998), and has led to a rather pessimistic lack of concern over
matters lexical.
The novelty of the generative lexical approach to language is the way in which

these traditions and ideas are synthesized. What generative lexicon shares with or-
dinary language philosophy is a focus on words and word use. What it shares with
analytic semantics is of course a concentration on the formalization of rules and
types into a coherent and explicable system. The debt to the generative tradition in
linguistics is almost too obvious to state: that meanings are compositional and re-
cursive in nature (Chomsky, 1995). Furthermore, the generative devices available
to the semantics are both more flexible than conventional approaches to composi-
tional semantics such as Montague Grammar and more constrained than the view
resulting from an arbitrary application of lexical rules.
The chapters in this volume constitute one of the first major collections ad-

dressing the synthesis of the issues mentioned above within this new paradigm.
From the perspectives of philosophy, linguistics, computational linguistics, and
lexicography, the fundamental problems of the creative use of language and the
open texture of word sense are confronted. Although the contributors do not all
agree with the basic principles of the generativity of lexical senses and composi-
tion, they have positioned their arguments in relation to this thesis, which is both
useful and informative.
If the study of language is to bring us any closer to understanding concepts

and the nature of our thoughts, it will be accomplished only by appreciating the
importance of word meaning and the realization that compositional semantics is
sensitive to word internal knowledge. It is, therefore, the very open texture of our
language that reflects the compositionality of our thought.

James Pustejovsky
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Introduction: Word Meaning and Creativity

Utterers create meanings by using words in context.
Hearers create interpretations.
Patrick Hanks, SPARKLE Workshop, Pisa, January 1999.

This quote from Patrick Hanks reflects very closely the spirit of this volume that
tackles the relation between word meaning and human linguistic creativity. We
are interested in pursuing the view that words are rich repositories of semantic
information that people use to talk about the world in a potentially infinite number
of ways. Our goal is to tackle the essence of words insofar as they provide a
window onto human cognition and the compositional nature of thought. It is thus
imperative that a theory of language addresses how lexical items contribute to the
peculiar human ability that goes under the label of “linguistic creativity.”
It is undeniable that words have “meanings” that go above and beyond the scope

of linguistic research: They often carry the weight of a person’s own experience.
We are not aiming at exploring the unexplorable, but in proving that, given an
appropriate set of methodological tools, a formal modeling of word meaning and
linguistic creativity can be achieved. Linguistic creativity is a “generative” ability
to extend the expressive possibilities of language in a potentially infinite number
of ways. From the perspective of the lexicon (i.e., word meaning), it is the ability
to give new meanings to words beyond their literal use.
As such, the overall task follows the strategy of contemporary generative syntax,

which has achieved a basic understanding of how speakers produce and understand
novel utterances and has brought simplicity to the great complexity underlying the
syntactic structure of sentences. This became possible once the basic data set was
isolated and regularities were identified in the massive variability of grammatical
expressions.
From the viewpoint of the lexicon, however, creativity looks even more like a

miracle. Researchers tend to disagree on what constitutes “linguistic” evidence
(as opposed to context-dependent use of words) as well as what is the basic vo-
cabulary for describing regularities in the behavior of lexical items. As a result,
lexical semantics has been confined to a narrowdomain of investigation, essentially
dependent on a specific grammatical framework.
Broader issues surrounding the study of the meaning of words, how it is repre-

sented, and how it contributes to syntactic and semantic processing have been the

xiii
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xiv Introduction: Word Meaning and Creativity

object of controversy among philosophers and the source of serious problems for
researchers in computational linguistics and artificial intelligence.
This volume aims to bring together diverse contributions in philosophy, linguis-

tics, computer science, and lexicography to highlight the breadth of the field and,
at the same time, to point out how different issues converge around a common
need: a framework establishing a set of principled properties of the lexicon and a
unified vocabulary for representing word meaning. This cannot be achieved unless
researchers isolate the data set to be studied and agree on the way in which these
data should be understood.

1 Generativity in the Lexicon

One of the threads that links the contributions to this volume is the attempt to
strengthen the foundations for defining the boundary between literal and extended
(viz. creative) meanings. This requires two steps:

1. Narrowing and delimiting the definition of a word sense.
2. Defining the compositional processes/rules to extend the sense of a given

word.

The second aspect takes advantage of a “strictly limited fragment of world
knowledge” (see Asher and Lascarides in this volume) and defines the domains
where components of meaning can be shifted. Thus, generativity in the lexicon
is about “shifting” meaning in ways and across domains that are not random. To
use the metaphors cited by Moravcsick (in this volume): If there is counterfeit
money, then there must be real money. If there are meaning shifts, then there must
be an underlying literal semantic representation from which the extended sense is
projected.
Adopting and expanding Plato’s metaphor, if there is a shadow then there must

be an object that projects it and a source of light striking that object from a partic-
ular angle. In this volume, we take literal meaning to correspond to the object, the
extended projection to the shadow, and the source of light to the specific compo-
sitional processes at work.

2 Generative Lexicon(s)

In this volume we have explored the lexicon from a particular perspective: a gen-
erative approach to word meaning as highlighted by the work in the Generative
Lexicon (see Chapter 4 in this volume).
It is important to stress that this volume is not meant to be a defense of the

Generative Lexicon (henceforth GL), but rather a way to focus the discussion
around a concrete framework that has an important merit: It has taken an explicit
stand toward establishing a methodology in lexical semantics and providing its
own answer to the basic question of what is word meaning. Although its answers
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Introduction: Word Meaning and Creativity xv

are far from being uncontroversial or complete, such an explicit attempt allows for
serious scientific discourse. Our goal is to present different views around a set of
basic assumptions made in GL:

a. The polymorphic nature of words can be studied in a principled way;
b. There is a semantic vocabulary for structuring word meaning, which

provides the input to the rules of semantic composition;
c. There are generative rules of semantic compositions;
d. The structuring of word meaning is an empirical question.

The polymorphic behavior of words is reflected in the ability of a lexical item to
change meaning in different contexts. Nobody would deny this property of words:
most of them appear in different contexts, with different meanings. This is what
gives rise to the variability of interpretations and reflects speakers’ creativity in
using words in a variety of ways.
The more controversial question is how to represent and structure them. One

solution is to take an enumerative (or monomorphic) approach, where the different
senses are listed in the lexicon. This view, however, faces the problem of predicting
a priori all the possible senses a word can take in context. As senses are only
restricted by the number of possible contexts, it becomes questionable whether a
semantics for natural language is even possible.
GL argues that compositional meaning takes place under predictable circum-

stances, provided there is an adequate set of principles for describing lexical struc-
ture. Senses need not be enumerated but can be derived generatively from richer
representations of words and compositional mechanisms for combining them. The
nature of individual lexical representations characterizes literal meaning, which
involves two closely tied elements: analytic and conventionalized knowledge. The
analytic component is the structuring itself, namely, qualia structure; the conven-
tionalized component is represented by the value that fills each qualia role.
Irrespective of any particular framework, anyone studying word meaning has to

address these points. We will present solutions within the generative lexicon, as
well as alternative views of its critics.

3 Organization of the Volume

The volume is organized into four parts. The first part, Linguistic Creativity and the
Lexicon, provides the philosophical foundations for thework presented in the book.
James McGilvray presents a lucid discussion on the implication of Chomsky’s
creativity for a theory of the Lexicon. The three subsequent chapters approach
the philosophical questions surrounding word meaning in the form of a debate.
We have reprinted the debate between Jerry Fodor and Ernie Lepore on one hand,
and James Pustejovsky on the other, which appeared in the 1998 spring issue of
Linguistic Inquiry. In this volume, Yorick Wilks has joined in, contributing the
view from three decades of research in artificial intelligence (AI).
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xvi Introduction: Word Meaning and Creativity

Part two of the book, The Syntax of Word Meaning, opens with the contribution
of James Pustejovsky, who presents new developments in GL, and then moves
on to the analysis of fairly standard topics in lexical semantics: verb semantics
(Pierrette Bouillon and Federica Busa; Jacques Jayez, and Patrick Saint-Dizier),
partitive constructions (Salvador Climent), adjectives (Patrick Saint-Dizier), and
causal relations (Laurence Danlos).
The third part of the volume, Interfacing the Lexicon, presents contributions on

metonymy (JerryHobbs) andmetaphor (JuliusMoravcsik; NicolasAsher andAlex
Lascarides). Here the focus is on the need as well as the feasibility of appealing to
structured lexical representations to study those phenomena that are on the edge
between the lexicon and pragmatics. These views are challenged in the contribution
by Adam Kilgarriff, who presents data against the usefulness of a generative-like
approach to sense extension phenomena.
The last part of the book, Building Resources, contains contributions on the

development of actual resources for natural language processing (NLP) using cur-
rent developments in lexical semantics. The first two chapters present two aspects
of the SIMPLE project: an effort sponsored by the European Commission to de-
velop twelve computational semantic lexicons for the major European languages
(Federica Busa, Nicoletta Calzolari, and Alessandro Lenci; Nilda Ruimy, Elisa-
bettaGola, andMonicaMonachini). The last chapter, by PiekVossen, discusses the
EuroWordNet project, whose goal is to build Wordnets for a number of European
languages.
Each part of the volume is introduced by a more extensive discussion of the

chapters, in order to provide a roadmap for the reader, highlight the common is-
sues raised by each set of papers, and stress their relevance toward our goals.

Pierrette Bouillon
Federica Busa
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